Electives and Possible course options in MSW Concentrations (Clinical, MACRO)
(MACRO program includes One “elective”, Clinical program includes Two “electives”)

An “elective” course toward your degree program can be filled in a variety of ways, and you choose what’s best for your learning needs.

An “elective” could be:

- a course that is actually designated on the SSW schedule as “elective”.
- any other SSW course for which you have the pre-requisites.
- any graduate course (500 or above) at the University (go to the UA website, click on calendars and schedules, then use the handy search engine to search the University wide class schedule). Especially relevant are courses in public health, criminal justice, education, psychology, anthropology and communications.
- graduate credit transferred in from another university.
- an independent study (SSW 690) proposal that you develop, if you have a full-time faculty member agree to sponsor it (please see the Independent Study forms outside the SSW Help Desk).

Please note that other courses and independent studies may NOT substitute for Advanced Practice courses.

Independent study or courses in other departments might meet the criteria for Advanced Policy or Advanced MACRO courses, but would have to meet the SSW criteria for Advanced Policy or Advanced MACRO courses and be approved by the Associate Dean’s office.

Find something that you like, and enjoy!